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If you have any questions regarding the use and application of 

the Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win Health Centre visual identity,  

please contact the following:

Manager of Communications & Community Development
Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win Health Centre

69 Front St., Sioux Lookout, ON  P8T 1B4

t: (807) 737-3030

f: (807) 737-6246
e-mail: rdemetzer@slmhc.on.ca

Korkola Design Communications

42 Cumberland St. S., Thunder Bay, ON  P7B 2T5

t: (807) 346-9333

f: (807) 346-1255

e-mail: ideas@tbaytel.net

Contact Information i
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Welcome

This guide establishes a clear visual identity for the Sioux Lookout 

Meno Ya Win Health Centre and is a part of our strategy to better serve 

our catchmen area in an inclusive and democratic way. 

The templates, best practices, guidelines, and standards outlined in 

this guide allow the staff of the Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win Health 

Centre to coordinate all forms of communication and present a 

consistent corporate image, as well as prevent the improper use 

of our visual identity. This guide covers all applications of our identity 

from stationery to web. The standards set out in this guide must be 

followed at all times. Templates can be downloaded from our website 

at www.slmhc.on.ca/communications

This guide is available in PDF format and can be printed out or 

electronically sent to any commercial printing company.

ii
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Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win Health Centre is proud to serve the 

community of Sioux Lookout and the surrounding region including 28 

northern First Nations communities. We are a fully accredited 42-bed 

acute care regional hospital, a 20-bed extended care facility and several 

community - based health care services. Our health centre focuses on the 

continuum of primary health care services and specialized hospital 

services that respond to the health needs of our community, such as 

counselling, withdrawal management, diabetes, and treatment. Our new 

state-of-the-art facility, opening in 2009, will allow us to further integrate 

our health care services to better meet the physical, emotional, and 

spiritual needs of the 27,000 people of our catchment area.

This service area covers 285,000 km2 from the Manitoba border to  

James Bay and reaches south to the Trans Canada Highway. Eighty 

percent of our patients arrive by air. We are unique in many ways.  

We are proud of our two intermingled cultures, and work hard to 

 address the burden of illness in this part of Northwestern Ontario.

Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win Health Centre’s visual identity conveys our 

philosophy of care and our commitment to our vision and mission.

Vision

Working hand and hand with our communities to build a healthier future.

Mission

Quality Service, Communication & Confidentiality, Healthy Environments, 

Building Communities.

About Us iii
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A strong visual identity is pivotal to communicating the mission and 

vision of an organization and demonstrates professionalism and reliability. 

The mission of Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win Health Centre is clear from our 

name, which in the Oji-Cree language means “health, wellness, well-being.” 

It refers to holistic healing and wellness, and the “whole self being in a state 

of complete wellness.” The visual identity of Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win 

Health Centre inspires trust in our services and spreads awareness of our 

high standard of patient care and innovative approach to healing.

It is important to maintain the integrity of the Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win 

Health Centre logo by consistently reproducing it on all printed materials, 

signage, and other media applications. This creates an identity that is easily 

recognizable to the general public and other health care providers. The 

Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win Health Centre logo will play an integral part in 

promoting our commitment to holistic medicine and excellent quality of care.

Building a Strong Visual Identity iv
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Brand Architecture v

The brand architecture system clearly defines the relationship that 

Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win Health Centre has with its divisions and 

partners. It also helps establish the way in which this relationship, in  

terms of identity, is presented across a variety of applications.

The branding architecture system allows us to consistently reinforce 

and consolidate the Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win Health Centre brand, 

while giving the individual units recognition and an ability to express 

their individuality.

Brand Architecture is a systemic 

way of organizing the different 

elements of an organization so that 

people both within and outside of 

the organization understand how  

its clients are being served.

Brand architecture also provides 

a solid framework for an 

organization to manage future 

growth and diversity. New 

opportunities are built on and are 

strengthened by their association 

with the invested value and equity  

of a single strong brand.



Part A        Visual Identity System
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A symbol is a graphic 

representation that interprets 

an organization's core purpose, 

values and unique characteristics.

The Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win 

Health Centre logo is strongly 

symbolic of our values, mission  

and vision of our future.

The colours of black, white, red, 

and yellow refer to the ethnic and 

cultural diversity of the people we 

serve and our pledge to treat all 

patients with fairness, respect, 

dignity, and compassion. These 

colours also refer to the four 

directions in Aboriginal culture 

and are enclosed by a circle 

representing both the stages of 

life and the cycle of healing. 

The medicine wheel formed by 

the colours and symbol have a 

highly symbolic meaning in the 

Aboriginal culture. 

The flowing blue and green lines 

beneath the directional form 

represent the forests, lakes, and 

rivers of the Sioux Lookout 

region and the healing power 

of our landscape.

In most cases, the Sioux Lookout 

Meno Ya Win Health Centre 

symbol should not be used without 

the accompanying logotype.

1.1Symbol

Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win Health Centre symbol
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1.2Logotype

A logotype is a particular way of  

writing an organization's name, and 

includes a specific font and spacing. 

The logotypes are integral to 

establishing our identity and must 

always be reproduced using  

master artwork.

The logotypes must never be 

modified or altered in any way.  

In Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win 

Health Centre's logotype, the words, 

"Meno Ya Win" are emphasized to 

reinforce and promote the use of 

the full word.

The brand logotype includes the 

name, Meno Ya Win and the words, 

Sioux Lookout and Health Centre.

Primary Brand Logotype
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The Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win 

Health Centre logo is made up  

of three vertical elements. The first 

and last are the descriptors, which 

are set in Helvetica Medium. Both 

of these elements are in upper 

case. The second element is the 

name of the establishment “Meno 

Ya Win”, which is set in Times 

Roman. The logotype is centred 

under the graphic. The Sioux 

Lookout Meno Ya Win Health 

Centre logo is intended to function 

as a single unit. However, the 

graphic can be separated from 

the logotype provided that there 

is reference clearly indicated to 

the specific organization. If the 

logotype can be aligned with  

the graphic it should be the 

primary choice.

1.3Logo 

Descriptor

Symbol

Logotype

Descriptor

Logo Elements
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The Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win Health Centre logo is strongly 

symbolic of our values, mission and vision of our future:

 

• Four people "reach out" in a caring fashion in all directions to all peoples  

 across the region. The people combine to form the universal symbol of a  

 health care centre. These people also represent the "4 parties" that come  

 together to form Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win Health Centre.
 

• The circle represents a “rising sun” over the horizon formed by the   

 green and blue waves: the tree-covered hills, lakes and streams of   

 our region – the healing properties of our  natural environment. 
 

• The circle also suggests the traditional healing circle and the medicine   

 wheel – concepts of health that include physical, emotional, mental,   

 and spiritual elements of the whole person.
 

• The colors represent all people and all stages of life, from birth through  

 death, enclosed in the symbolic blue colour of healing places.
 

• The combined elements form a “Q” for quality, evocative of our emerging  

 role as a centre of excellence in the provision of northern, remote and  

 First Nations health services.

• “Meno Ya Win” is an Oji-Cree word which means “Health” – it incorporates  

 the concepts of wellness, well-being and completeness.

1.3aLogo Rationale
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The colours of the Sioux Lookout 

Meno Ya Win Health Centre logo 

convey specific meanings and must 

not be altered. Consistency of colour 

ensures a coherent visual identity. 

The official colours to be used for 

reproducing the Sioux Lookout 

Meno Ya Win Health Centre logo 

in Pantone, process, or web-based 

applications are red, black, blue, 

green, and yellow. These colours 

must be used when producing the 

logo in full colour. For one-colour 

applications, black is acceptable. 

Designers should not reproduce the 

logo in any other shades of the 

official colours. Since printers vary 

in their ability to reproduce colours, 

it is advisable to request that the 

printer be responsible for the best 

colour match.

Colour Specifications 1.4

Pantone 122 370 2945 187

CMYK C 0 C 73 C 100 C 23
 M 17 M 27 M 72 M 99
 Y 80 Y 100 Y 20 Y 81 
 K 0 K 11 K 4 K 15

RGB R 255 R 79 R 0 R 179
 G 212 G 138 G 83 G 27
 B 47 B 16 B 165 B 52 

Meno Ya Win  Yellow Green Blue Red 

Web Hexidecimal Hexidecimal Hexidecimal Hexidecimal

 FFD666 4F8A10 0053A5 B31B34  

Pantone is a registered trademark.
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For one-colour applications, only 

white, or black should be used for 

the Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win 

Health Centre logotype and logo.

For ease of use, logo files have 

already been created using the 

official colours and are available 

in a variety of formats. 

These files can be downloaded at 

www.slmhc.on.ca/communications.

1.4aOne Colour Applications

Black Application of Primary Brand

White Application of Primary Brand

Greyscale Application of Primary Brand
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A minimum of clear space around 

the signature or logotype ensures 

legibility and the integrity of the 

visual identity. When reproducing 

the Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win 

Health Centre logo, minimum 

spacing requirements must be 

adhered to prevent the logo from 

becoming cramped and 

unreadable. There must be a 

space of the size of the "M" in 

Meno Ya Win on all sides of the 

logo. The measurement between 

the symbol and the logotype is half 

the size of the "M."

1.5Protected Space

M

M M

M

1

Protected Space Aound Logo
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1.6Typography

The use of standard typefaces 

gives Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win 

Health Centre communications 

consistency and strengthens our 

visual identity. For this reason, 

several typeface options have been 

selected for use in printed materials 

produced through outside suppliers 

and other formal design facilities.

“Helvetica” is the primary Sioux 

Lookout Meno Ya Win Health 

Centre font because of its 

contemporary look. It is the first 

preference for both headlines and 

body copy.

“Times” can be used when a more 

formal design is required and is 

ideal for large blocks of copy. Serif 

fonts have a classic appearance 

and are more legible at smaller 

point sizes.

Note: For design and creative 

purposes, other fonts may be used 

in conjunction with “Helvetica”

Helvetica Medium

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

Helvetica Medium Oblique
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz  0123456789

Helvetica Bold
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz  0123456789

Helvetica Bold Oblique
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz  0123456789

Sans Serif Font

Times Roman

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

Times Italic
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz  0123456789

Times Bold
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz  0123456789

Times Bold Italic
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz  0123456789

Serif Font
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1.7Improper Use of Logo 

The Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win 

Health Centre logo must not be 

modified or distorted. Reproduction 

of the logo must conform to the 

stipulations outlined in this guide. 

Examples of prohibited 

reproductions of the logo include 

printing on an angle or vertically, 

using unofficial colours, creating 

patterns with the logo, adding 

decorations to the logo, and 

beveling or inserting a shadow 

behind the logo. It is also crucial 

that only high resolution images of 

the logo are used to protect Meno 

Ya Win Health Centre’s 

professional image. The Sioux 

Lookout Meno Ya Win Health 

Centre logo is intended to function 

as a single unit and should not be 

separated except in the instances 

specified in this guide. 

Only authorized original versions 

of the logo may be used. 

Attempts at recreating the logo 

are unacceptable.

All questions related to the use of 

the logo should be addressed to 

the Director of Communications & 

Public Relations.

Meno Ya Win

Meno Ya Win

Meno Ya Win

Improper Use of Logo - Distorted

Improper Use of Logo - Angled

Improper Use of Logo - Improper Colour
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Reproduction of the logo must conform to the stipulations outlined in 

this guide.

Generally, the logo may only be used as outlined within this guide.  

If you wish to use the logo in a manner other that what is stipulated  

within the guide, please contact the Director of Communications &  

Public Relations.

The logo library contains a full range of scalable Sioux Lookout Meno Ya 

Win Health Centre logos for use in communications where templates are not 

provided. They are available in a variety of formats including: gif, tiff, jpeg, 

and eps. Other versions of the Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win Health Centre 

logo are also available.

This logo has been electronically mastered to ensure optimal quality during 

reproduction. It is available in full colour and one-colour process applications. 

To download the logo, www.slmhc.on.ca/communications 

All commercial uses of the Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win Health Centre logo 

must be approved. Refer to the Contact Information Section of this guide.

All rights, title, and interest to this logo are governed exclusively to  

Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win Health Centre. Unauthorized use of the logo  

in any manner by any person or organization is prohibited and may result  

in confiscation.

Logo Templates & Reproduction 1.8
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2.1General Overview

Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win Health Centre has established a standard 

format for business cards and stationery to present a consistent Health 

Centre visual identity to give the public an initial and sustaining positive 

impression of the institution.

Other Stationery Requirements

The Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win Health Centre signature may be used on 

specially designed cards, invitations, etc., with approval from the Director of 

Communications & Public Relations.
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Letterhead 2.2

Letterhead includes the logo 

presented in the official Sioux Lookout 

Meno Ya Win Health Centre colours 

or black and white. The position of the 

logo and address information is 

always consistent. Secondary pages 

should be of matching paper stock 

printed with the bottom bar, web 

address and accreditation text only.

The address is listed and aligned to 

the right. The bottom is set with a bar 

0.2” high and extends across the full 

length of the page in Pantone 2945 

Blue. The accreditation text sits 0.5” 

from the bottom of the page.

General Specifications

Size: 8.5" x 11"

Colours: Uncoated

 Black
 Pantone 122
 Pantone 370
 Pantone 2945
 Pantone 187

Paper Stock

Classic Crest Solar White, 24lbs

Signature Size

1.35" Width

Address 

Font: 10pt Times Roman
 Black

Leading: 14pt

Tracking: -10 em

Web Address

Font: 10pt Times Bold
 Pantone 2945

Leading: 14pt

Tracking: -10 em

0.5"

0.5"

0.75" 0.75"

0.2"

7"

1.6"
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2.2aEnvelope

The standard #10 envelope 

template is designed for general 

use throughout Sioux Lookout 

Meno Ya Win Health Centre for all 

correspondence.

Formal #10 envelopes are to be 

printed using the Sioux Lookout 

Meno Ya Win Health Centre logo in 

official colours.

General Specifications
Size: 9.5" x 4.25"
Colours: Uncoated
 Pantone 122
 Pantone 370
 Pantone 2945
 Pantone 187

Paper Stock
Classic Crest Solar White
#10 Standard

Signature Size
1" Width

Address
Font: 7.25pt Times Roman, 
 Black
Leading: 8.4pt
Tracking: -10 em

0.35"

1.25"

0.5" 1.17"
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2.2bBusiness Card - Organization of Information

All Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win 

Health Centre business cards 

must follow a pre-determined 

template. In order to ensure that 

all relevant material is consistent,  

the Director of Communications  

& Public Relations will approve 

the layout of all business cards.

John Smith

Board Treasurer

John Smith

Advisor to Board 

and CEO SLMHC

Single Job Title The job title should always 

be positioned on the second 

line* and can be two lined if 

need be. 
*Only applies if the card does have 
designations listed. 

John Smith

M.D., C.C.E.P., 

F.C.F.P.

Chief of Staff

Dual Job Title When this type of dual role 

exists, "and" shall be used. 

If the department name for 

both job titles is the same, 

it should be used once at 

the end of the job titles.

Job Title with 

Designations

When designations exist, it 

replaces the second line and 

the job title then moves to 

the third line where it can be 

two lined if needed.
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2.2cBusiness Card - Layout

The Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win 

Health Centre business card uses 

a consistent format for content  

and layout.

General Specifications
Size: 2" x 3.5"
Colours: Coated
 Pantone 122
 Pantone 370
 Pantone 2945 
 Pantone 187

Paper Stock
Classic Crest Solar White, 110lbs 

Signature Size
1.4" Width

Information 
Name: 
Font: 9pt Times Bold, Black 
Leading: 10.8pt

Designation: 
Font: 6pt Times Roman,  
 Upper case, Centred,  
 Black 80%
Leading: 8pt

Position: 
Font: 7.5pt Times Italic,  
 Centred, Black 80%
Leading: 9pt

All Other Type*: 
Font: 7.5pt Times Roman,   
 Centred, Black
Leading: 9pt

Web address: 
Font: 7.5pt Times Bold,  
 Centred, Pantone 2945 
Leading: 9pt

0.2"

0.12"

0.25" 0.25"1.5"

0.2"

*The back is aligned to the left and is 7pt Times 
Roman with 9pt leading. The title is 9pt Times 
Bold, Pantone 2945 with 10.8pt leading. 

Front of Card

Back of Card

0.3" 0.3"1.4"

0.2"

1.4"

0.22"

1.56"

0.12"
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The cover page facsimile is for 

general use.

2.2dForms - Cover Page Facsimile

General Specifications
Size: 8.5" x 11"
Colours: Uncoated, Black

 

Paper Stock
White, 24lbs 

Signature Size
1.6" Width

Information 
Header: 
Font: 18pt Helvetica Bold,    
 Aligned right, Black 
Leading: 22pt
Tracking: -10 em

Phone: 
Font: 10 pt Times Roman,   
 Aligned right, Black 
Leading: 14pt
Tracking: -10 em

Address: 
Font: 9 pt Times Roman,   
 Centred, Black
Tracking: -10 em

All Other Type: 
Font: 9 pt Helvetica Medium,   
 Aligned left, Black
Leading: 14pt
Tracking: -10 em

0.5"

1.6"

0.5"

0.75" 7" 0.75"

0.25"

0.5"
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The media release is for use 

by authorized individuals. In all 

other cases, please consult the 

Director of Communications & 

Public Relations.

2.2eForms - Media Release

0.5"

1.6"

0.75" 7" 0.75"

0.25"

0.5"

General Specifications
Size: 8.5" x 11"
Colours: Uncoated, Black
 

Paper Stock
White, 24lbs 

Signature Size
1.6" Width

Information 
Header: 
Font: 18pt Helvetica Bold,    
 Aligned right, Black 
Leading: 22pt
Tracking: -10 em

Phone: 
Font: 10pt Times Roman,   
 Aligned right, Black
Leading: 14pt
Tracking: -10 em

Address: 
Font:  9pt Times Roman,  
 Centred, Black
Tracking: -10 em
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Forms - Memorandum 2.2f

External Memos must be used in 

the perscribed format.

Meno Ya Win Health Centre Memorandum

0.5"

1.6"

0.75" 7" 0.75"

0.25"

0.5"

General Specifications
Size: 8.5" x 11"
Colours: Uncoated, Black

 

Paper Stock
White, 24lbs 

Signature Size
1.6" Width

Information 
Header: 
Font: 18pt Helvetica Bold,    
 Aligned right, Black 
Leading: 22pt
Tracking: -10 em

Phone: 
Font: 10 pt Times Roman,   
 Aligned right, Black 
Leading: 14pt
Tracking: -10 em

Address: 
Font: 9 pt Times Roman,   
 Centred, Black
Tracking: -10 em
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Standard Forms 2.2g

The official greyscale version of the Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win Health 

Centre logo identified within this guide should replace all existing treatments 

on all standardized forms.

Please reference sections 1.4a (One Colour Applications) and 1.5 

(Protected Space) to ensure the logo is applied to forms appropriately.

Please contact the Director of Communications & Public Relations with  

any questions related to the proper use of the logo on standardized forms.
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2.3Typing Guidelines

Clear and consistent communication extends beyond standard formats for 

stationery. To augment a consistent Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win Health 

Centre visual identity and to reinforce the public's positive impression of 

the institution, it is imperative to integrate typing guidelines within a well 

designed stationery system.

The typing guidelines incorporate a grid system which organizes both 

typographic and graphic elements in an orderly fashion. The typing 

guidelines for Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win Health Centre applications 

are easy to use, enhance productivity and communicate professionalism 

and a consistent reflection of the visual identity.
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All fixed elements of the Sioux Lookout 

Meno Ya Win Health Centre 

letterhead template may not be 

altered in any way.

The blue tint box indicates the 

specified area for typing. The text  

is aligned along the left margin, as 

defined by the .125" from the grey 

stroke dividing the typing area from 

the addresses. The body text is 

single spaced and left justified with 

double spaces between paragraphs.

Typing Guidelines - Letterhead 2.4

Typing Guidelines

Font: Helvetica Medium 

John Smith                     March 3, 2004
67 New Brunswick Street
Thunder Bay, ON P8R 4T5

To Whom it May Concern,

Agnuas cor lasc ivius Seniors. Cor tilf lasc ivius saburre, ut as a oratorius suffr Teens 

a quin appa ratus bellis, quod as optimus utilitas. Adults ibiliterfru galiter agnuas cor 

lasc iviuss. Tilf lasc ivius saburre, ut as a oratorius suf quod as optimus utilitas. Adults 

ibiliterfru galiter agnuas cor lasc iviuss. Tilf lasc ivius saburre, ut as a oratorius suffr 

Teens a qui.

Agnuas cor lasc ivius Seniors. Cor tilf lasc ivius saburre, ut as a oratorius suffr Teens 

a quin appa ratus bellis, quod as optimus utilitas. Adults ibiliterfru galiter agnuas cor 

lasc iviuss. Tilf lasc ivius saburre, ut as a oratorius suffr Tter agnuas cor lasc iviuss. Tilf 

lasc ivius saburre, ut as a oratorius suffr Teens a quis. Bellis, quod as optimus utilitas. 

Adults ibiliterfru galiter agnuas cor lasc ivius Seniors. Cor tilf lasc ivius saburre, ut as a 

oratorius suffr Teens a quin appa ratus bellis, quod as optimus utilitas. Adults ibiliterfru 

galiter agnuas cor lasc iviuss. Tilf lasc ivius saburre, ut as a oratorius suffr Teens a qui 

s. Bellis, quod as optimu.

Sincerely,

Beverly Shoemaker

0.75" 0.75"

0.75"

7"

2.6"

                      Continued

Agnuas cor lasc ivius Seniors. Cor tilf lasc ivius saburre, ut as a oratorius suffr Teens 

a quin appa ratus bellis, quod as optimus utilitas. Adults ibiliterfru galiter agnuas cor 

lasc iviuss. Tilf lasc ivius saburre, ut as a oratorius suf quod as optimus utilitas. Adults 

ibiliterfru galiter agnuas cor lasc iviuss. Tilf lasc ivius saburre, ut as a oratorius suffr 

Teens a qui.

Agnuas cor lasc ivius Seniors. Cor tilf lasc ivius saburre, ut as a oratorius suffr Teens 

a quin appa ratus bellis, quod as optimus utilitas. Adults ibiliterfru galiter agnuas cor 

lasc iviuss. Tilf lasc ivius saburre, ut as a oratorius suffr Tter agnuas cor lasc iviuss. Tilf 

lasc ivius saburre, ut as a oratorius suffr Teens a quis. Bellis, quod as optimus utilitas. 

Adults ibiliterfru galiter agnuas cor lasc ivius Seniors. Cor tilf lasc ivius saburre, ut as a 

oratorius suffr Teens a quin appa ratus bellis, quod as optimus utilitas. Adults ibiliterfru 

galiter agnuas cor lasc iviuss. Tilf lasc ivius saburre, ut as a oratorius suffr Teens a qui 

s. Bellis, quod as optimu.

Agnuas cor lasc ivius Seniors. Cor tilf lasc ivius saburre, ut as a oratorius suffr Teens 

a quin appa ratus bellis, quod as optimus utilitas. Adults ibiliterfru galiter agnuas cor 

lasc iviuss. Tilf lasc ivius saburre, ut as a oratorius suf quod as optimus utilitas. Adults 

ibiliterfru galiter agnuas cor lasc iviuss. Tilf lasc ivius saburre, ut as a oratorius suffr 

Teens a qui.

0.75" 0.75"

1"

7"

1"
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All fixed elements of the Sioux 

Lookout Meno Ya Win Health 

Centre envelope template may not 

be altered in any way.

The blue tint box indicates the 

specified area for typing. The text 

is aligned along the left margin, 

2.5" from the left side of the 

envelope. The body of the text  

is single spaced and a double 

space between Canada and the 

postal code.

Typing Guidelines - Envelope 2.4a

Typing Guidelines

Font: Helvetica Medium

John Smith
56 N Pacific Ave.
Thunder Bay, ON
P7E 6T7  Canada

2.5" 2.5"

1.5"

0.5"
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All fixed elements of the Sioux Lookout 

Meno Ya Win Health Centre Media 

Release template may not be altered 

in any way.

The media release will generally  

be prepared by the Director of 

Communications & Public Relations  

or Senior Administrative Staff. In all  

other cases, please consult the  

Director of Communications &  

Public Relations.

The blue tint box indicates the 

specified area for typing. The text is 

aligned flush along the left margin. 

The body of the address text is single 

spaced and left justified with double 

spaces between paragraphs.

Typing Guidelines - Media Release 2.4b

Agnuas cor lasc ivius Seniors. Cor tilf lasc ivius saburre, ut as a oratorius suffr Teens 

a quin appa ratus bellis, quod as optimus utilitas. Adults ibiliterfru galiter agnuas cor 

lasc iviuss. Tilf lasc ivius saburre, ut as a oratorius suf quod as optimus utilitas. Adults 

ibiliterfru galiter agnuas cor lasc iviuss. Tilf lasc ivius saburre, ut as a oratorius suffr 

Teens a qui.

Agnuas cor lasc ivius Seniors. Cor tilf lasc ivius saburre, ut as a oratorius suffr Teens 

a quin appa ratus bellis, quod as optimus utilitas. Adults ibiliterfru galiter agnuas cor 

lasc iviuss. Tilf lasc ivius saburre, ut as a oratorius suffr Tter agnuas cor lasc iviuss. Tilf 

lasc ivius saburre, ut as a oratorius suffr Teens a quis. Bellis, quod as optimus utilitas. 

Adults ibiliterfru galiter agnuas cor lasc ivius Seniors. Cor tilf lasc ivius saburre, ut as a 

oratorius suffr Teens a quin appa ratus bellis, quod as optimus utilitas. Adults ibiliterfru 

galiter agnuas cor lasc iviuss. Tilf lasc ivius saburre, ut as a oratorius suffr Teens a qui 

s. Bellis, quod as optimu.

1"

2.6"

0.75" 0.75"

Typing Guidelines

Font: Helvetica Medium
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All fixed elements of the Sioux 

Lookout Meno Ya Win Health Centre 

Memorandum template may not be 

altered in any way.

The blue tint box indicates the 

specified area for typing. The text 

is aligned flush along the left 

margin. The body of the address 

text is single spaced and left 

justified with double spaces 

between paragraphs.

Typing Guidelines - Memorandum 2.4c

1"

2.6"

0.75" 0.75"

Agnuas cor lasc ivius Seniors. Cor tilf lasc ivius saburre, ut as a oratorius suffr Teens 

a quin appa ratus bellis, quod as optimus utilitas. Adults ibiliterfru galiter agnuas cor 

lasc iviuss. Tilf lasc ivius saburre, ut as a oratorius suf quod as optimus utilitas. Adults 

ibiliterfru galiter agnuas cor lasc iviuss. Tilf lasc ivius saburre, ut as a oratorius suffr 

Teens a qui.

Agnuas cor lasc ivius Seniors. Cor tilf lasc ivius saburre, ut as a oratorius suffr Teens 

a quin appa ratus bellis, quod as optimus utilitas. Adults ibiliterfru galiter agnuas cor 

lasc iviuss. Tilf lasc ivius saburre, ut as a oratorius suffr Tter agnuas cor lasc iviuss. Tilf 

lasc ivius saburre, ut as a oratorius suffr Teens a quis. Bellis, quod as optimus utilitas. 

Adults ibiliterfru galiter agnuas cor lasc ivius Seniors. Cor tilf lasc ivius saburre, ut as a 

oratorius suffr Teens a quin appa ratus bellis, quod as optimus utilitas. Adults ibiliterfru 

galiter agnuas cor lasc iviuss. Tilf lasc ivius saburre, ut as a oratorius suffr Teens a qui 

s. Bellis, quod as optimu.

Typing Guidelines
Font: Helvetica Medium
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PowerPoint presentations prepared 

by and for Sioux Lookout Meno Ya 

Win Health Centre should bear 

the official logo and colours and 

utilize the official Sioux Lookout 

Meno Ya Win Health Centre 

PowerPoint template. In most 

cases, fixed elements of this 

PowerPoint template should be 

applied as prescribed.

PowerPoint is a platform that 

operates in RGB and is set at  

a screen resolution of 72 dpi  

(dots per inch). Screens are  

set at 1024 pixels x 768 pixels. 

Photography, wordmarks, and 

imagery utilized in PowerPoint 

presentations should be converted 

to suit these sizes.

To access the official PowerPoint 

templates, go to www.slmhc.on.ca/

communications

2.5PowerPoint

Typing Guidelines

Slide Title
Font: Times, Black

Slide Body Text
Font: Helvetica, Black

Considerations

• Dark text on a white background 
 is easiest to read.

• Consistent use of fonts, sizes   
 and colours create a clean easy  
 to follow presentation.
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2.6Identification Cards

Identification Cards are to  

be printed in four colour using 

Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win 

Health Centre colours. 

All identification cards  

must follow the layout shown.  

The position of the logo, name, 

and title is always consistent.

General Specifications
Size: 2.125"w x 3.25"h
Colours:  Pantone 122
 Pantone 370
 Pantone 2945
 Pantone 187

Front Information

Signature Size
0.9" width

Name
Font: 12pt Times Roman,
 Centred, Black 

Position
Font:  9.5pt Helvetica Medium
 Uppercase, Centred,
 Pantone 2945

Back Information

Signature Size
1.4" width

Titles
Font:  11.23pt Times Roman,  
 Centred, Black

All Other Text
Font:  8pt Times Roman, 
 Centred, Black
Leading: 8.8pt 

0.5"

0.45"

1.3"

0.1"
0.125"

0.3"

0.18"

0.325"

0.93"

0.125"

1.3"

0.1"
0.15"

0.6" 0.6"

Front of Card

Back of Card
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2.7Recruitment Ads

The general Sioux Lookout Meno Ya 

Win Health Centre Human Resource 

Ad template should not be altered in 

any way. The position of the logo and 

address information should always be 

consistent. The logo is placed in the 

bottom, left corner of the sheet to 

provide more space for written 

information.

In some cases, special recruitment 

themes may be presented using an 

alternative format. Recruitment ads 

will be prepared and placed by the 

Human Resources Department.

General Specifications
Layout: Horizontal
Colours: Black

Signature Position
Bottom Left Corner

Information

Title
Font: Helvetica Bold 
 Aligned right, Mixed case
Position: Top Left Corner

All Other Text
Font: Times Roman
 Aligned right

Bullets
Font: Helvetica Bold

Disclaimer
Font: Helvetica Medium

1.3"

0.22"

0.12"

1.4" 0.5" 4.05" 0.4"0.4"

Human Resource Ad
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The World Wide Web offers a platform for visual communication  

between Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win Health Centre and the  

public that is far reaching. The web is an important vehicle for the  

Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win Health Centre’s visual identity and must 

retain the same integrity as other materials produced. Quality and 

legibility are especially important.

Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win Health Centre standards (for logo, font 

selections, photography, etc.) remain in effect when users choose their own 

design for pages that are accessible to the external public. Please refer to 

the various sections for further instructions.

For further instructions and more detailed information, 

visit us at www.slmhc.on.ca

2.8Web
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2.8aWeb Guidelines

Logo:

Each web page should bear the Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win Health Centre 

logo prominently in the top, left corner.

Size: 

Width - 780 pixels, Height - 100%

Fonts:

Although the primary Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win Health Centre fonts are 

Helvetica and Times, any html-rendered body copy on the website should 

be set in the Arial, Helvetica, san-serif font family for accessibility and clarity. 

Fonts should be set to a minimum of 10 pixels in size.

Colours:

To ensure that the Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win Health Centre colours are 

represented consistently, please refer to the following RGB and hex values 

used in the website:

• Borders and body copy should be black

• Background:

 Light blue (RGB value: R204, G221, B236 - hex value: #CCDDEC)

• Horizontal rules:

 Medium blue (RGB value: R131, G170, B199 - hex value: #83AAC7)

• Links:

 Dark blue (RGB value: R7, G85, B144 - hex value: #075590)

• Headings, Link rollovers:

 Dark green (RGB value: R74, G134, B24 - hex value: #4A8618)
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2.8bWeb Specifications

Specifications:

• All policies associated with the use of the Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win  
 Health Centre logo must be followed.

• All pages must include a link to the Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win 
 Health Centre homepage.

• Website navigation must be structured in such a way that all pages   
 can be indexed by search engines.

• Headers, main titles, and navigation bars must be created in a quality  
 graphics/photo editing program and displayed in a GIF format.

• Animated introduction pages (flash intros) must include an option to   
 bypass the animation.

• Advertising for anything not directly affiliated with Sioux Lookout  
 Meno Ya Win Health Centre is not allowed unless permission is obtained  
 from the Director of Communications & Public Relations.
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2.8cWeb Page Templates

The official web page templates 

should be utilized in the production 

of additional web pages. 

Templates can be downloaded at 

www.slmhc.on.ca/communications

Homepage

Content Page
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2.9Promotional Uses

Please contact the Director of Communications & Public Relations with  

any questions concerning the Sioux Lookout Meno Ya Win Health Centre 

brand and promotional pieces (ie. hats, pens, t-shirts).




